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Summary 

 

Part 1 

Jozef Hulanicki, born March 19, 1921 in Warsaw, describes: arriving in Krakow in early May 
1940 and registering as a refugee from Poznan; being arrested by Gestapo a few days later, 
then jailed and interrogated; on June 14, 1940 being transported to Auschwitz, where he spent 
four and a half years; being given number 443 (out of about 750, not yet tattooed); the first 
thirty numbers being assigned to Germans transferred to Auschwitz from Sachsenhausen and 
Oranienburg concentration camps, who established the first camp for Hulanicki’s group, 
referred to as Quarantine (names other lagers/camps); being assigned to a labor group; being 
transferred to the Auschwitz main camp and groups being divided by background/labor type; 
the labor being very hard and many people dying; being given striped clothing and triangles; the 
layout and comparatively reasonable accommodations of the barracks in the period prior to 
construction of Birkenau; being assigned to a workshop and thus being able to work inside 
during winter; being relatively comfortable until spring 1942; the workshop receiving an order 
to produce fire pokers for crematoria designated explicitly for “Jewish extermination”; 
appreciating the significance of the order and attempting to preserve it on paper; earlier, in 
1941, the gassing and shooting of approximately 800 hundred Russian soldiers; doing the 
gassing with Zyklon B—"the first gassing of people in Auschwitz”; witnessing this first hand as 
the corpses were sent to the crematorium in Hulanicki’s area; growing numbers of executions 
by SS to make room as barracks filled up; developing good personal connections and using 
them to transfer from the mechanical shop to the agricultural “kommando,” reasoning that he 
had better chances of escape from an outdoors workplace; supervising a group of prisoners; 
encountering a group of prisoners digging trenches 100-150 meters long; being suspicious of 
buildings that were having the windows bricked up; being told that orders had been given to 
build an airtight space; one building being a white house from which this operation was run; 
crematoria being built because corpses had been placed in the trenches without lime promote 
decomposition, and after a time the trenches bulging with expansion of gasses from the 
corpses, thus requiring them to be exhumed and cremated; all of this being done prior to 
Birkenau and still not on the large scale that occurred later; being transferred to the main food 
store, which included luxury goods from throughout the occupied territories; a group of four 
prisoners escaping on June 20, 1942 after raiding the depot for food and supplies; being placed 
in block 11, where interrogations occurred; he and others being hung from poles to soften 
them up for interrogation; one prisoner making the fatal mistake of accusing SS guards of 
conspiring with the escapees. 

Part 2 

Asked further about the interrogation, Hulanicki describes it as focusing on the behavior of SS 
with inmates involving cooperation and theft; in his interest, denying such cooperation and 
thus, ironically, “defending the SS”; being released after five days; being assigned to labor in a 
rubber and petroleum production facility; avoiding discussion of what was occurring in 
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Birkenau, which was becoming an open secret; returning to agricultural work; developing 
typhus; being helped by a sympathetic kapo; going into hospital and being warned of an 
impending selection; after recovering, being assigned to the fire brigade; being called to a 
crematorium fire in Birkenau; while trying to put out the fire, witnessing SS executing Jews; 
realizing there was “some kind of revolt in crematorium number four,” which was subsequently 
confirmed as a revolt by Sonderkommandos. 

Part 3 

Hulanicki continues: describing two additional escapes from Auschwitz. [Note: He implies 
knowing of many more.] He describes: a man, Edvard Galinsky [PH], who escaped in about 1944 
wearing a uniform obtained by a friend working in the SS uniform department and taking a 
Jewish girl, Mala [PH], with him; the two later being caught, returned to Auschwitz, and publicly 
hanged; a man, Giletsky [PH] who escaped with a Jewish girl using false passes—their escape 
being successful and Giletsky later writing a book titled Who Rescues One Life; [short gap in 
recording] a “known case” of two escapees who warned Hungary of Nazi plans to deport Jews; 
execution of Poles, some by injection. 

Asked about the “Arbeit Macht Frei” sign on the front gate, Hulanicki says it was produced in 
the camp machine shop by an ironsmith named Lievatch [PH] and that the “mistake” in the sign 
[presumably the malformed “B” in Arbeit] was intentional as some sort of sign, possibly to 
convey irony. He continues, describing: the shooting of Engelbrecht [PH] by a woman 
subsequently executed by being thrown into an open fire pit; the difficulty the Nazis had in 
disposing of bones, which were often dumped into rivers; the smells of Auschwitz and the 
crematoria; the confiscation of valuables, hair, teeth etc., as well as pervasive corruption and 
black market activities; the “Canada” storage depot; in November 1944, being transferred to 
Sachsenhausen, still as a member of the fire brigade; the brigade being used occasionally in 
Berlin; being force-marched north and escaping [does not describe escape]. 
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